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About the Author
Paul Vodden lived in Southwater, West Sussex with his family, when in 2006
he suffered the tragic loss of his son Ben Vodden (pictured right).
Paul now resides in Essex and is a dedicated campaigner to highlight
the issues surrounding bullying on dedicated school buses.
Our Story
“On 12th of December 2006 our 11 year old son, Ben, took his own life
after being bullied on the dedicated school bus. Had it just been his peers
he may well have withstood the bullying, but the bus driver decided to
join in and, in our view, this took the situation to another level. As Ben
saw it, here was an adult, someone to look up to and who represented
authority, taking part in his denigration. Since Ben died, we have
campaigned to raise awareness of the issue of bullying on dedicated
school buses. We want to help change the current situation to try and
make sure no other family suffers the horror of losing their child.”

@VoddenReport
#StopBusBullying
#SBB
VoddenReport
RIP Ben Vodden
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Our Second Report

Methodology

This study follows on from The Vodden Report
published in early 2014, which assessed the
attitude of pupils travelling on school buses. The
Report provided evidence of significant bullying
on dedicated school buses and also indicated that
the role and behaviour of the bus driver was an
important factor. Although four respondents stated
that the bus driver was helpful in assuaging the
effects of bullying, in 43 instances drivers were
reported as knowing it was taking place but took no
action while a disturbing 17 reports stated that the
driver was part of the bullying behaviour.

In the Autumn of 2014 with the help of Wildwood
PR (www.wildwoodpr.com) , I prepared a short
survey of 14 questions inviting school coach drivers
to provide their views. The charity The Diana Award
(www.diana-award.org.uk) used its Survey Monkey
account to place this survey on the internet and
provided support.

After the publication of our original report last
August, I had an opportunity to discuss school bus
transport with a small number of coach drivers.
This strengthened my previously held view that
the driver is often in an unacceptable and invidious
situation being tacitly expected to be “in charge”
of their young passengers, often without having
received suitable training. Having responsibility first
and foremost for driving the bus, a task demanding
full attention and concentration, it is unfair and
dangerous to expect drivers to undertake another
task at the same time. Being expected to do so, the
driver can almost be considered a victim in their
own right. I repeat what I said in my previous report:
in what other situation is a single untrained adult
required to be in charge of many tens of children
without support? In other situations where children
are in large groups there are strict controls in place
requiring an appropriate ratio of adults to children,
male adults to boys, female adults to girls and with
First Aid support. This requirement is not applied on
the school bus.
The aim of my second survey, on which the current
report is based, is to present the view of drivers who
transport children to and from school.

The Coach Drivers Club (www.coachdriversclub.
com) kindly printed an article in its members’
magazine and announced the launch of the survey
(CDC News, Issue 112 – December 2014). The ‘not for
profit’ organisation BUSK (www.busk-uk.co.uk) also
promoted the survey on its website.
The questions required a “yes” or” no” response but
the opportunity was provided for respondents to
comment further on their answer if they felt it was
necessary or useful. A number took this opportunity
and these comments often provide revealing
insights into the opinions of drivers on the process
of transporting children to and from school.
Some of the questions in my previous survey were
somewhat ambiguous resulting in a few responses
being unusable. In this survey the requirement to
provide a simple positive or negative response
meant that this potential ambiguity was largely
eliminated. However, in hindsight, some of the
questions did not entirely provide clarity, for
instance Question 2. Similarly, in Question 10 it is not
possible to know the effectiveness of the reporting
procedure that is in place. However, in both these
cases the responses received were not without
value.
I closed the survey after three months had elapsed
at which time 94 responses had been received.
NB The percentage figures presented in the following results
refer to those who responded to the question and do not
include those that skipped it altogether.
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Survey Results
1. Are you a school bus/coach driver?

There were 94 responses to this question of which
85 said they were, eight said they were not and
one skipped the question. It is unclear why 8
respondents would have said they were not but
went on to complete the survey. It is possible these
were Public Service drivers who did not consider
themselves to be school bus drivers as they would
be picking up children on a public route. However,
it is not possible to distinguish the answers these
eight individuals provided from the other 86 and it
is clear their experiences are useful. Therefore, the
results include these eight respondents.
2. As part of your job as a school bus/coach driver
have you ever received training on working with
children?

3. As part of your job as a school bus/coach driver
have you ever been given advice or instruction on
how to handle bullying or behaviour issues on the
school bus/coach?

•
•
•

Yes 19 (20.9%);
No 71 (78%);
Unsure 1.

Four respondents expanded on their answer:
• It’s been mentioned, but the only recommendation
has been to tell the management so they can tell
the school;
• Not by my present employer;
• Report it to school;
• We were told to stay in the cab and report it to the
teachers at the school when we’d dropped the kids
off.
It seems that providing any sort of advice has not
been considered a priority. The advice, to stay in the
cab and do nothing or to report it later, does not
recognise that something serious might take place
requiring immediate action. This advice does not
seem to have been given any detailed consideration.

•
•
•

Yes 23 (25.3%);
No 67 (73.6%);
1 respondent skipped the question.

It is clear from the previous report that children can
suffer significant bullying on school transport and it is
essential that any adult with a supervisory role on the
coach/bus must be trained in how to deal efficiently
and speedily with potentially injurious situations.
Injurious not just from a physical point of view but, as
importantly, from a psychological one as well.

This question does not consider the quality or
type of training so it is not possible to know the
detail and extent of training received. However, it is
significant that nearly 74% of the respondents did
not receive any training in how to deal with children.
Many school journeys last for an hour or more; for
those students who join the vehicle at the beginning
of its route the only adult on the bus is likely to
have not received any training on how to deal with
children. This should be a matter of grave concern.
No additional comments were received.
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4. While driving a school bus/coach have you
ever felt distracted by the children and/or their
behaviour on the bus?

The main aim of this survey is to find out the
extent of bullying on school buses from a driver’s
perspective and to ascertain the extent to which
they feel competent to deal with the issue. However,
answers to this question show that they believe
behaviour is a serious area of concern.
5.	Have you ever witnessed bullying on the school
bus/coach?

•
•

Yes 85 (93.4%).
No 6 (6.6%);

Nine expanded on their answer:
• Most frequently by children not wearing their
seat belts and standing up to turn round and
chat to their friends sitting behind them as the
coach is in motion;
• Fighting, throwing items around the bus,
standing on seats, bullying other kids;
• Shouting and general messing about. Bell ringing
when no stop is required. Litter;
• Bell ringing, swearing, screaming, abusive to
other children;
• I am constantly aware of my passengers;
• My responsibility is to the safe driving of the
vehicle, all internal distractions prevent me doing
this, i.e., every time I have to look in the mirror
because of behavioural issues I am not in control
of the vehicle;
• There have been many occasions I have had
to stop the bus and tell the kids to sit down,
behave and belt up otherwise I would be going
no further and calling the school. This normally
works;
• Dangerously so. Was so bad once, I took the bus
back to the depot to assess damage upstairs as I
refused to drive it any further;
• Sweets being thrown off inside windscreen,
shouting, fighting and setting fire to seats.
The responses to this question indicate that the
negative impact of passenger behaviour is a
major safety issue. The comments recorded by
some drivers are significant. Children removing
their seatbelts, shouting and throwing items is of
considerable concern from a safety perspective.
Almost all the drivers who responded to the question
had experienced distracting behaviour and those
who commented indicated some serious behavioural
issues, issues that are not being adequately
addressed as subsequent answers will indicate.

•
•
•

Yes 62 (67.4%);
No 18 (19.6%);
Unsure 12 (13%).

Fifteen expanded on their answers:
• Difficult to know if friendly banter or actual
bullying;
• Banter yes but not nasty bullying;
• Too often;
• No witnessed events but have had other kids
telling me about it. Reported to School and Bus
Company;
• I am usually too busy driving to pay much
attention to anything other than major disruption
in the saloon;
• Kept child at front;
• Not sure if it’s horse play or not. No children have
told me they have been assaulted or abused;
• Many times;
• I’ve seen hundreds of very frightened children,
desperate to get a seat as near to me as possible;
• Have told the affected child to complain to
teachers and let parents know as well;
• Yes but put stop to it by taking offenders back to
school and handing them over to head teacher
before carrying on with route leaving offenders
behind;
• Bullying or banter? I’ve never seen anything that
I would consider to be bad. Or nothing one sided
at least;
• Sadly loads of times;
• Tackled by asking pupil the question - why and
engage with sensible questions and listen and
give feedback;
• In some cases the bullies are the same people,
but the bullied can vary. The dependant factor
can be who is ‘sitting within range’.
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67% of the drivers witnessed bullying and a number
of the comments report that it happens on a regular
basis. It seems clear that bullying occurs on school
transport and is sustained. Some of the comments
indicate that without training or guidance some
drivers have had to develop their own strategies
for dealing with bullying issues. This may lead to
inappropriate action being taken. That some report
not noticing any bullying or not knowing whether
what is going on is bullying or simply banter
indicates a real need for training in recognising and
dealing with bullying.
It is worth noting that this question received the
most comments of any in the survey.
6. As a bus driver what types of bullying have you
witnessed on the school bus/coach?

•
•
•

Physical abuse 55 (68.8%);
Verbal Abuse 79 (98.9%);
14 skipped question.

Eighty drivers answered this question and the
results indicate a significant number reported both
types of abuse. Both physical and verbal abuse is
prevalent with verbal being more frequent than
physical. With only one exception, all respondents
indicated that they had witnessed verbal bullying.
No detailed comments were received.
7.	Have you ever reported the bullying you have
witnessed on the school bus to the bus/coach
company, school or child’s parent?

•
•
•

Yes 63 (73.3%);
No 21 (24.4%);
Unsure 2.

Eleven drivers expanded on their answer:
• Difficult to pin down culprits;
• But I would do if it was at an unacceptable level;
• School was not interested as it didn’t happen in
their grounds. Company complained to school.
They got same answer;
• As my attention is focussed on the road, I can’t
give accurate information about any participants
in problems on the bus. Where I can, I report
general problems for further investigation;
• I have left the bus industry now, but I was on
a dedicated school bus route for a year prior
to that. Double decker with cameras for the
upstairs. It took me some weeks to weed out the
troublemakers either by direct intervention and/
or reporting the facts to the school on arrival. I
was fully supported on each occasion. The first
time, a week or so after I took the route on, I
had two barred from using the bus due to their
behaviour, the others I either dealt with on the
spot or reported it to the Head Teacher on arrival
who was fully supportive. My company does
not give any advice to its drivers on how to deal
with this sort of behaviour, just a shrug of the
shoulders if I reported it. As long as the job gets
done it seems to be left to the driver to deal with
it. I drove any of about fifteen school routes but
eventually settled into a regular school where,
after getting rid of, or dealing with those causing
trouble, I had a good rapport with the pupils
even those I took to task initially. I had 25 years
in the Police force which may have helped in how
I dealt with those who tried to take advantage.
Some pupils will push the envelope, once they
realize where the line is they are ok;
• Discussed with my boss, report passed to school;
• Reported it to depot many times;
• The deputy head said to let them carry on
fighting;
• Company rarely bothered;
• To school;
• No need I sorted it.
Again, there are indications here that drivers take
what they consider personally to be the most
appropriate action and receive a varying degree of
support from bus companies and from schools. The
response that states that the Deputy Head said to
let them continue to fight is of particular concern. It
is also worrying that one school does not appreciate
that it is responsible for the behaviour of students
when outside the school gates.
Why did so many drivers not report the bullying?
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One of the responses states that the driver would
report it if it was at an unacceptable level. This begs
the question as to what would be an ‘acceptable
level’ of bullying and raises a concern that the driver
may be making a value judgement they are not
trained to make. Furthermore, there is the challenge
of correctly identifying both the culprit and the
victim when the driver’s attention is focused on the
task of driving safely.

seems to be a lack of feedback on action taken.

This is another question that attracted a large
number of comments perhaps indicating a
heightened awareness that bullying is an important
issue.

9.	Has a child ever reported bullying on the school
bus to you?

What is of particular concern is that the local
authority receives no mention at any point in the
responses to the questionnaire and yet the local
authority is the organisation, in nearly every case,
that is responsible for contracting the service and
thereby taking legal responsibility for the safe
transport of the passengers.

8. When you reported the bullying you witnessed
was appropriate action taken?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes 17 (27.4%);
No 20 (32.3%);
Unsure 25 (40.3%)
32 respondents skipped question.

Seven drivers expanded on their answer:
• Fight on bus as pulling out of school. Had to stop
and break up fight. Teacher came and removed
them. Last I heard;
• Schools won’t do anything and deny their pupils
bully;
• Not given any feedback about incident;
• Fully supported by the Head Teacher. The school
has only a middling reputation but they sorted
out all those I reported;
• I know I got bollocked for getting involved;
• Pupils got taken off bus for a week and had to
travel on service bus at more cost;
• Probably not as the attitude was quite flippant.
The response to this question is mixed in that 17
said appropriate action was taken and 20 it was not,
yet 25 were unsure and 32 skipped the question
altogether. As mentioned in the previous report,
there is evidence that some schools may be in denial
as to the extent of bullying by their students. The
comments indicate that some drivers did not get the
support they felt they required, one even reported
he was reprimanded for getting involved, and there

Yes 32 (38.1%);
No 49 (58.3%);
Unsure 3;
10 respondents skipped question.

Four drivers commented:
• Name calling;
• Been seen by me on the top deck of the bus. I
stopped twice on a dual carriageway to sort it
out, and reported it on arrival, when I saw a boy
being punched by another;
• Sometimes they are too frightened, and ask if
you’ve seen their shoe (that has been taken off
them) or if there are any more seats at the front
(even though there clearly isn’t). I have allowed
them to sit on the step, near me, as dangerous
as this may seem. But felt they just needed to
be around an adult, so why am I to deny them
whatever comfort that brings;
• Told them to sit near me and kept eye on them.
Again there is a mixed response as some drivers
have had bullying reported to them while others
have not. The comment from one driver that despite
the safety aspect he felt it was better for children to
sit on the step rather than be subjected to bullying
behaviour highlights the depth of concern. In
another example a driver is also clearly making his/
her own decision. A further factor here is whether a
bullied child would feel it helpful to speak to a driver
if it was felt they were not officially in charge and
whether this would indeed be helpful or appropriate.
In some circumstances the driver may actually be, or
be perceived to be, a part of the bullying.
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10.	Does the company you work for as a school
bus/coach driver have a procedure in place for
reporting incidents of bullying that you witness in
your role?

•
•
•
•

Yes 29 (33.7%);
No 37 (43%);
Unsure 20 (23.3%);
8 respondents skipped question.

Five comments were received:
• No set procedure I am aware of but we are asked
to report all bad behaviour to the company, they
presumably pass this on to the school. Feedback
is rarely if ever given back to the driver;
• No official form for bullying, reported via
occurrence report;
• I have recently changed employer, and the
subject hasn’t come up yet, as the children on
our routes are generally well behaved;
• Not interested. I confiscated four lots of passes
one day due to pupil behaviour and all I got was
a shrug of the shoulders when I went back. I had
to sort it myself direct with the College when I
went back in the afternoon;
• Report to boss, escalated to school.

11. Is there another adult or older pupil helping
with passenger control on your school bus/coach?

•
•
•
•

Yes 8 (9.6%);
No 72 (88.9%);
Unsure 1;
13 respondents skipped question.

Six comments were received:
• I can be responsible for 70+ children whilst driving;
• Some schools do some don’t;
• 17 seat minibus now;
• Only on some runs with special needs children;
• The school bus does have a bus prefect who
is one of the year 11 kids but they cannot do
anything other than report what they see;
• At minute I work on local authority work but in
past did not have any help.
It seems that ensuring the provision of another
adult on the bus does not feature as an important or
necessary provision on the part of Local Education
Authorities.

One third of the respondents reported that there
was a procedure in place. However, the fact that 20
respondents said they were unsure and 37 said there
were no procedures in place is a significant cause
for concern. The comments indicate that some
existing procedures are not adequate. No official
form provided to report bullying; no set procedure;
indications that the bus company is uninterested,
are all areas of concern. The absence of feedback on
outcomes provides little incentive for the drivers.
Similarly to Question 2 above, this question does
not provide an opportunity to report on the kind or
sophistication of reporting procedure that might be
in place.
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12.	Do you think it would benefit your role as a
school bus/coach driver to have another adult or
older pupil on the school bus/coach?

•
•
•
•

Yes 74 (90.2%);
No 5 (6.1%);
Unsure 3;
13 respondents skipped question.

12 comments were received:
• Not just for the prevention of bullying but to
protect the driver from allegations of sexual
abuse. Usually from a disgruntled pupil who has
taken a dislike to a driver;
• A lot of contracts are awarded back to back, so I
could do school run then go straight into another
or a private hire. Would it be impractical for an
adult as how would they get back?;
• Adult only older pupil would not work in my opinion;
• Not older pupil but adult escort;
• Very much;
• Depends on the school. Some kids are fine, some
are oiks;
• Adult only - not an older pupil, they are at school
to learn not to supervise;
• Some use a 6th former as a bus marshall but they
are not very effective, not wanting to get involved;
• All school buses should have escort;
• It would give peace of mind to the abused
children on said bus;
• In past schools have had teachers ride to and
from school and other head pupils doing this role;
• It is long overdue my job is to drive and we can’t
get involved due to the restraints set against us
from central government.

13.	Do you have CCTV on the school bus/coach you
drive?

•
•
•
•
11
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes 31 (38.3%);
No 47 (58%);
Unsure 3;
13 respondents skipped question.
responses were received:
Yes on some coaches, not on others;
Some coaches do and some don’t;
To help stop this happening;
Some do some don’t;
The kids thought it was CCTV when it was a
camera only;
But not all, some cctv cameras are fake!!;
What’s the point. The council wouldn’t do
anything;
Too many blind spots and the kids know where
they are;
Not usually as older buses were used for school
runs;
Sometimes;
Only on a select few - usually the newer vehicles;

It seems that some operators put cameras on some
buses but that not all are real, appearing to be fakes
and therefore of no use in providing evidence. They
will not serve as a deterrent if this is obvious or no
follow-up ever results. In general it appears that the
provision of cameras is on an ad hoc basis.

This question received the second highest number
of written responses and it is worth noting that while
all support the idea of someone else on the bus,
most of them also say that it should not be an older
pupil but another adult.
With a 90% positive response to this question it is clear
that drivers believe this is an essential requirement.
Drivers are the best people to ask about what is
necessary to make their job safer and to ensure
that bad behaviour is dealt with. If their response is
overwhelmingly positive in asking for a second adult on
the bus, this demands serious and urgent consideration.
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14.	Do you think it would benefit your role as a
school bus/coach driver to have CCTV on the
school bus/coach?

•
•
•
•

Yes 67 (84.4%);
No 6 (7.6%);
Unsure 6;
15 respondents skipped question.

The 8 detailed responses were:
• We keep asking our company for cctv but they
won’t;
• Not only would cameras be able to help establish
facts regarding bad behaviour, I believe the
deterrent effect would be huge. Kids often ask me
if the cameras fitted to my bus work (they don’t
and when you look closely it is obvious that they
don’t);
• If it helps, it won’t help as much as having an adult
supervisor on the vehicle. At previous place of
employment, CCTV didn’t noticeably help;
• Cameras don’t lie!!!;
• CCTV is not the answer;
• But only if it was used to look for problem pupils
and deal with them;
• The problem is cost to the operator. When it
comes to tendering for contracts LEAs go for
the ‘cheapest’ tender not always the best when it
comes to passenger care;
• Possibly would but kids would just cover them to
conceal the bullying.
The written responses indicate that those drivers who
do not appear to have CCTV on their buses think
installing them would be a good idea. Conversely,
those that have them on their buses say they are
not particularly effective. In any case there is a clear
indication that drivers feel they need something
to help them in dealing with problems. Whether
this should be CCTV is something that needs to be
thoroughly assessed.

Conclusions
The results of this survey indicate that school coach
drivers are of the opinion that the behaviour of
young passengers on their vehicles can be a serious
safety concern. From the responses it is clear that
a significant proportion of school coach drivers are
most concerned about many of the issues raised in
the survey.
In responding to Question 4 asking if they had
been distracted by the children and their behaviour,
over 93% said they had. Regardless of any
bullying implications this must be a most serious
consideration for the safety of the passengers, the
drivers and other road users.
The responses to Question 5 asking if they have
witnessed any bullying indicate that drivers are
aware of bullying taking place with over 67%
responding in the affirmative. However, the
comments received to this and other questions
indicate that the driver is sometimes unsure if
the behaviour is “banter” or bullying. This is also
a serious issue as is indicated by the fact that it
received the highest number of written comments.
That bullying of both a physical and a verbal nature
takes place is demonstrated by the responses to
Question 6. The damage caused by verbal bullying
in the short and long term must not be understated
and can in many cases be more harmful than
physical abuse, leading to loss of self-esteem and
potentially tragic results.
Question 7 asked if drivers had reported incidents
of bullying, 73% said they had, 24% said they had
not. It is concerning that so many did not. Did they
not report it because they did not believe it was
serious or not their responsibility, or because they
did not expect any action to be taken? One written
response said the driver would only report it if it
reached an “unacceptable” level? How would a
driver know, without training, when it did reach such
a level? One driver reported that the school was not
interested as it happened off school premises. Our
original report in August 2014 makes clear that “The
Children’s Act 2004 (section 10) established a duty
for local authorities and their partners to co-operate
to make arrangements to improve children’s well
being and for local authorities and partner agencies
‘to safeguard and promote welfare’ of children. This
includes action to prevent bullying on the journey to
and from school, including on school buses”.
Another driver commented “no need I sorted it”,
which, while positive on the one hand, again begs
the question as to whether the action taken was
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appropriate. One extremely worrying report stated
that the Deputy Head said to let the children carry
on fighting.
When the drivers reported the incident, Question 8,
some 32% said they had not received any feedback
as to what action was taken and a further 40%
were unsure if action had been taken. A significant
number, 32, skipped the question altogether.
It seems little attempt has been made in these
reported incidents to include the driver in the loop
with regard to action taken. It is acknowledged
that there may be specific issues of a confidential
nature, but more generally this indicates a lack of
coordination and co-operation between the various
agencies and something that needs to be improved
to provide assurance and incentive.
The driver seems to have a significant role in relation
to children reporting bullying, Question 9, as 38%
had bullying incidents reported to them. However,
58% said they had not. As well as the driver who
permitted bullied children to sit on the step, other
reports talk about the fear of the children who wish
to get away from their tormentors.
Question 10 asked if the bus company had a
procedure in place to report incidents of bullying,
33% said the company did but 43% said they did
not. 23% were unsure. That a majority of companies
are reported as not having a procedure in place to
report incidents is of considerable concern. If the
figure for those being unsure is included it is even
more disturbing.
Comments on Question 10 indicate that even
existing procedures are basic: One said there was
no set procedure but they were asked to report
bad behaviour, no feedback was provided so the
driver was unable to say where the report ended
up; another stated that bad behaviour was reported
via the “occurrence report”; another said “report to
boss escalated to school”. A further report states
that even after confiscating a number of passes “all
I got was a shrug of the shoulders when I got back”
to the depot. This driver had to speak direct to the
college. While 33% said there was a procedure in
place the comments received place some doubt on
the quality of these procedures and also question
the level of feedback provided to the driver.
In responding to Question 11, 88% of respondents
said there was no adult or senior pupil on the
bus. However, drivers overwhelmingly feel that
a second adult on the bus is essential, Question
12. That this person should not be a student was
also emphasised. Comments indicate that drivers
do not believe senior students have the gravitas

or authority to manage behavioural issues. One
comment also pointed out that a second adult
would protect the driver from accusations of abuse,
a fair point where children may be vulnerable in the
charge of a single, unsupervised adult in a confined
space and a potentially isolated location.
Responses to Question 13 indicated that a small
number of buses have CCTV but there seems to
be some difference of opinion as to whether or not
they are useful. Some of those who reported they
had CCTV commented that cameras were dummies
and the children were aware of this. In such cases
the effectiveness of CCTV is completely eroded.
Responses to Question 14 indicate a significant
number of respondents said they would like CCTV
and felt it would help. However, some of the
respondents who had CCTV said it was not always
useful. This seems partly because CCTV is not
always managed efficiently. Other comments stated
that pupils would cover cameras and that they have
blind spots. However, modern CCTV cameras can
be attached to the ceiling of the bus where they
cannot be obscured. As mentioned previously, it is
important that a proper assessment be undertaken
as to the effectiveness of CCTV. If it proves to be
effective the relative cost implications of CCTV
compared with including another supervising adult
on the bus may be significant.

Comment
In our opinion, the results of this survey show
conclusively that bullying clearly takes place on bus/
coach journeys to and from school. Comparing it to
and including its results with the previous survey on
pupil attitudes and experience provides evidence that
bullying on school buses is at a significant enough
level to require detailed and comprehensive action.
The responses to this survey demonstrate that drivers
are concerned about student behaviour on school
coaches. That 93.4% said they had been distracted
by the behaviour of children while driving the bus is
a clear indication of this concern. They are also very
worried that they are the only adult on the coach
expected to be ‘in charge’ of the children. It would
be worth exploring if their contracts of employment
actually state this responsibility and comparing
this with the expectations of parents, schools and
contracting authorities.
That incidents of bad behaviour and bullying do take
place is also without doubt and some drivers do
what they can to ameliorate the situation. However,
such actions are taken largely without training or
guidance and may be inappropriate. On the other
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hand, other drivers make little attempt to get involved
or to assist students stating only “my job is to drive
the bus”. When this type of incident is reported to
the company and/or the school, responses are varied
with companies largely being uninterested and when
reports are passed on to the school the driver usually
receives little or no feedback. Children throwing
things, screaming, undoing their seatbelts, setting fire
to the seats, etc are all unacceptable and potentially
dangerous activities.
Drivers are vulnerable when intervening directly with
conflicts between children particularly if they have not
received appropriate training. A short while after our
son Ben died, West Sussex County Council introduced
a voluntary training scheme that was reported as
being well received by the drivers. Regrettably this
scheme appears not to have gone further, perhaps
owing to cuts in local authority finances, leaving us to
ask “how much was Ben’s life worth?” One must also
ask “how much are the lives of other children worth?”
Even in those cases where children physically survive
bullying, thankfully by far the majority of incidents,
recent research (Dieter Wolke, William E. Copeland,
Adrian Angold, and E. Jane Costello. Impact of
Bullying in Childhood on Adult Health, Wealth, Crime,
and Social Outcomes. Psychological Science, 2013)
indicates that the long term emotional effects can and
often do last well into adult life.
The results of this survey in many ways support the
findings of The Vodden Report:
•

Schools often do not support the bus/coach
drivers, do not have an effective anti bullying
procedure and on occasion do not recognise their
responsibility for students outside the school gates;

•

Bullying is a significant issue on dedicated school
coaches and probably on public service buses as
well;

•

Drivers are poorly equipped with the knowledge
and skills to deal with behavioural issues, receiving
little or no training;

This further survey also raises some specific additional
issues:
•

•

Bus companies often do not have adequate
reporting procedures, they also often fail to provide
feedback to the driver.

To conclude, the survey indicates significant issues:
bus drivers and their employers are often not
competent to deal with children. But why should they
be? The bus company is responsible for providing
safe transport to and from school that is not going
to break-down. Their area of competence is not child
behaviour management. When investigations were
undertaken, the bus company that transported Ben
and his fellow pupils had no complaints procedure in
place, nor any driver disciplinary procedure. The only
person in charge of the office when Ben’s mother
contacted them was a trainee and the complaint was
not dealt with.
Whilst in communication with the non-governmental
organisation BUSK, the author was made aware of
a number of pieces of legislation relevant to the
transport of school children. These include: laws in
relation to Duty of Care; The Education Act; those
provisions that regulate public service vehicles
covering Conduct of Passengers, Drivers and
Inspectors; part of The Public Order Act. In essence
they state that a local authority has a legal obligation
and responsibility to look after a child on transport
contracted and/or paid for by them. As soon as a
child boards the bus they become the legal obligation
and responsibility of the local authority. If this is the
case, why have local authorities persistently avoided
fulfilling this obligation?
While this and the previous survey can only be
considered as providing a snap shot of the situation,
it is an important indication of a real and serious
problem and there is no doubt that there is a real
need for change. Sadly, people, whether youngsters
or adult, are inclined in certain circumstances to bully
each other but where society and its institutions fall
down is in believing it can be eradicated or in refusing
to recognise it is going on. What is important is to
accept that when bullying happens it is something
that can be dealt with but must be approached with
understanding and tackled sensitively, efficiently,
effectively and speedily.

Drivers want another adult on the school bus; this
is one of the clearest messages to come out of the
survey. Drivers neither have the training nor do they
have the time to deal with behavioural issues. Their
task, and a difficult one in its own right, is to drive
the bus and that should command their undivided
attention;
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Recommendations
These recommendations are to be considered alongside those in
The Vodden Report:

1 A complete and comprehensive assessment of CCTV use on school coaches must
be instigated and completed without delay;

2 Should this process indicate that CCTV is a useful tool in preventing behaviour
problems on school coaches, cameras to be fitted to all school transport at the
earliest opportunity;

3 In the meantime, another adult who has received suitable and effective training,
must be placed on each dedicated coach transporting children to and from school;

4 School coach drivers must receive appropriate training on how to deal with
children including guidance on recognising bullying and strategies to deal with
bullying and other behavioural issues. Training must also ensure that drivers are
aware of what is ‘unsuitable behaviour’ on their behalf in relation to children;

5 An efficient and effective method by which all drivers can report incidents to
their company and to the school must be introduced. This method must include
proper feedback to the driver to encourage future reporting;

6 There must be a suitable system whereby children can report bullying issues to
the school, and subsequent action must ensure that future incidents of bullying are
effectively dealt with on the coach;

7 Local authorities to co-ordinate these actions and ensure that they are dealt with
speedily and efficiently.

8 An agency of central government to be set up to ensure that local authorities are
fulfilling their obligations in regard to school transport.

Paul Vodden
Essex
September 2015
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Useful contacts and links

@VoddenReport
#StopBusBullying
#SBB
www.bullying.co.uk

VoddenReport
RIP Ben Vodden

www.bulliesout.com

If you are interested in promoting our survey or this
report on your website please email:
pcba@vodden.freeserve.co.uk
For all media enquiries please contact
lucy.williams@wildwoodpr.com or
priyanka.kaneria@wildwoodpr.com

The Diana Award
www.diana-award.org.uk

www.redballoonlearner.co.uk

www.kidscape.org.uk

www.busk-uk.co.uk
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The Vodden Report is supported by:

